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ABSTRACT: The one-dimensional new 
Mersenne number transform (NMNT) was 
proposed for the calculation of error free 
convolutions and correlations for signal 
processing purposes. The aim of this paper is to 
develop the split-radix decimation-in-time 
algorithm for fast calculation of the one- 
dimensional NMNT with a sequence length equal 
to a power of two. The arithmetic complexity of 
this algorithm is analysed and the number of 
multiplications and additions is calculated. An 
example is given to prove the validity of the 
algorithm and the exact nature of this transform. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Fast transforms, such as fast Fourier transform 
(FFT), fast Hartley transform (FHT) and number 
theoretic transforms (NTTs), have been used to 
speed up the computation process of the 
convolutionkorrelation by reducing the number of 
multiplications and additions [ 1-81. 
Recently a new number theoretic transform called 
"New Mersenne Number Transform" was 
introduced [6]. The new Mersenne number 
transform is defined modulo the Mersenne 
numbers where arithmetic operations are simple 
(equivalent to 1's complement). The transform 
length is long and power of two making it suitable 
for fast algorithms. It has the cyclic convolution 
property and hence can be applied for the 
calculation of error-free convolutions and 
correlations. 
In this paper, the split-radix algorithm for fast 
calculation of the new Mersenne number 
transform is developed using the same principles 
which were used with FFT and FHT. The 
arithmetic operations for the split-radix algorithm 
applied to the NMNT are determined and an 
example is given. 
2. THE NEW MERSENNE NUMBER 
TRANSFORM DEFINITION 
The new Mersenne number transform pair for a 
sequence x(n) of length N is given by [6]: 
\ k=O I MP 
n=0,1 ,2  ,...., N - 1  
where: 
P ( 4 =  P I ( . ) +  P 2 ( 4  (3) 
crl and cr2 in (6) are of order N=2P'1. For transform 
length N/d, where d is an integer power of two, ,@I 
and p2 are given by: 
(7) 
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where Mp is a Mersenne Prime = 2'-1. ( ) M ~  
denotes mod Mp. Re(.) and Im(.) denote real and 
itmaginary parts of the enclosed term respectively. 
The new Mersenne number transform, like other 
NTTs, avoids the introduction of the additional 
]processing noise due rounding or truncation errors 
that may arise when the FFT [9] or FHT [ 10,111 
are used for the calculation of convolutions or 
correlations. The new transform uses an integer 
kernel leading to an integer transform. The factor 
((N-') caa be split between the forward and inverse 
transform to make them exactly the same. 
2.1 CycYc Convolution Property 
The new Mersenne number transform has the 
convolution property: 
N M N ~ ( ~ )  * h(n)i = x(k) r ~ ( k )  
= X ( k )  €3 H , , ( k )  + X ( - k )  €3 H O d ( k )  (9) 
where 63 is point by point multiplication, H,,(k) 
and HOAR) stand for even and odd parts of H(k) 
respectively which are given by: 
(10) 
(1 1) 
H e y  ( k )  = ( ( H  ( k )  + H ( N  - k ) ) ~  2 
H Od ( k  ) = ( ( H  ( k  ) - H ( N - k ) )X 2 
and 
The factor 2p-' is due to the fact that: 
(U2 = 2p-1 mod M p )  
3. SPLIT-RADIX DECIMATION-IN- 
TIME ALGORITHM 
The spbradix algorithm is one of the most 
efficient algorithms for computing fast transforms. 
It applies a radix-2 decomposition to the even 
indexed samples and a radix-4 decomposition to 
the odd indexed samples [l-41. Therefore, X(k)  in 
(1) can be written as: 
where X J k )  is even indexed samples, and XOd(k) 
is odd iddexed samples. Each one with length 
equal N/2. X,,(k) and Xod(k) are given by: 
x,,(k)= [ 5 L ( 2 n ) p ( 2 ~ k ) )  = x,&) (13) 
fl=O M P  
and 
Using the identity in (15), which has been proved 
in [6]: 
P(m + 4 = (PI (.)P(m> + P2 ( n ) B ( - m ) )  M y  (15) 
Equation (14) can be written as: 
x,d(k)=(x4,+l(k)p,(k)+ x4n+l(N'4--k)P2(k) (16) 
X 4 , + 3 ( k ) p i  (3k)+ X4n+3 ( N  - k)f12 ( 3 k ) ) ~ p  
Replacing (13) and (16) into (12), X(k)  can be 
written as: 
X ( ' ) = ( X , ( ~ ) + [ X ~ ~ I ( ' ) P , ( ' ) + ~ ~ I ( ~ / ~ - ~ ) P ~ ( ~ ) I  (17) 
+[ x 4 ~ 3 ( k ) p i  (3) + X 4 m 3 ( A r / 4 - @ 2 ( 3 k ) ] )  np 
where Xzfl(k) is 1-D NMNT of length-N/2 point 
transform and Xdfl+,(k) and X4n+3(k) are 1-D 
NMNTs of length-N/4 points. 
X(N/4+k) ,  X(N/2+k), and X(3N/4+k)  can be 
derived from Equ. (17) using the relations (18)- 
(21) : 
PI ( N  1 4 + k )  = P I  ( N  / 4)P, ( k )  - P, ( N  / 4)P2 ( k )  (18) 
= -P2(k) 
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3.1 Arithmetic Complexity 
It is possible to perform the computation in place 
by combining two butterflies as shown in Fig. 1. 
Figure 1. Split-radix DIT butterfly for NMNT. 
The total number of multiplications and additions 
of the split-radix algorithm is given in table 1 with 
the total number of multiplications and additions 
of radix-2 and radix-4 algorithms. Based on the 
arithmetic operations, the split-radix algorithm is 
found to be the fastest, however, radix-2 algorithm 
has the simplest structure. An example of the 1-D 
NMNT and its inverse calculated using the split- 
radix algorithm and the parameters (Mp,  N ,  (XI, 
cx2) = (127, 64,49, -34) is given below: 
Input data (generated randomly) = [16, 10, 2, 10, 
16, 7, 15, 25, 28, 16, 4, 8, 1, 19, 12, 10, 12, 21, 23, 
27, 29, 1, 20, 5, 14, 29, 12, 21, 19, 16, 21, 1, 25, 
13, 14,20, 19,5,21, 12,9, 8,26,24, 12,3,26,24, 
29, 1, 27, 10, 25, 22, 18, 6, 17, 22,4, 19, 9, 13, 6, 
211 
NMNT = [91, 49, -55, 32, -104, 38, -79, 4, 84, - 
30, -53, 24, -14, -104, 37, -28, 119, -29, -42, 97, 
44, 64, -122, 50, -5, 51, 8, 110, -5, 15, -91, -88, 
82, -83, -4, -42, 96, -125, 21, -26, 29, -31, 19, -68, 
39, 7, -47, 32, -61, 48, 71, 8, 85, 14, -27, -10, -28, 
-75, 104, 33,98,29, 6,0] 
NMNT-’= [16, 10, 2, 10, 16, 7, 15, 25, 28, 16, 4, 
8, 1, 19, 12, 10, 12, 21, 23, 27, 29, 1, 20, 5,  14, 29, 
12, 21, 19, 16, 21, 1, 25, 13, 14, 20, 19, 5 ,  21, 12, 
9,8, 26, 24, 12, 3,26, 24,29, 1, 27, 10,25, 22, 18, 
6, 17,22,4,  19,9, 13,6,21]. 
4. CONCLUSION 
The new Mersenne number transform is defined 
modulo the Mersenne numbers where arithmetic 
operations are simple (equivalents to 1’s 
complement) with long transform length equals to 
a power of two, making it suitable for fast 
algorithms such as radix-2, radix-4, split-radix etc. 
In this paper, an in-place split-radix decimation- 
in-time algorithm has been developed and its 
arithmetic complexity has been analysed. 
Compared to radix-2 and radix-4 algorithms, the 
split-radix is found to offer the lowest number of 
multiplications and additions but has the most 
complex butterfly structure. While the radix-2 has 
the simplest butterfly structure but has the highest 
number of multiplications and additions. An 
example has been given showing the validity of 
this algorithm and the exact nature of this 
transform. 
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